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ABSTRACT: 
 
 
OBJECTIVE : 
 
                           To design a rapid gravity filter using programming language and to draw the          
                           AUTOCAD design of different parts of the filter. 
 
 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT : 
                           The rapid rate gravity filter is commonly used in the treatment of surface 
water supplies. It consists of a structure to house the unit, the filter media, an under-drain 
system, a surface washer, and a waste disposal system. The filter area should be divided into 
at least two separate units to allow operational flexibility. Some form of pre-treatment of the 
raw water, such as sedimentation, is usually needed. 
In the filtering process, water flows onto the top of the filter media and is driven through it by 
gravity. In passing through the small spaces between the filter's grains, impurities are 
removed. The water continues its way through the support gravel, enters the under-drainage 
system, and then flows to the reservoir. It is the filter media, composed of sand or anthracite, 
which actually removes the particles from the water. The filter media is routinely cleaned by 
means of a backwashing process. 
Problems with filters are caused mainly by filter  media breakthrough which refers to water 
passing through the filter without adequate treatment. The turbidity of the filtered water is 
one of the best indicators of filter performance and should be checked regularly. Inadequate 
flocculation, filter clogging, mudball formation, and filter cracking can all lead to media 
breakthrough. In light of these problems, the filter top should be visually inspected for loss in 
depth, mudball formation, surface cracks, and bacterial growth. The operator should also 
check that the backwash cycle is operating normally. 
Adequate emphasis should be placed on operation and maintenance procedures to ensure that 
all equipment is operating properly. A qualified operator should be available to monitor the 
processes and make the necessary treatment adjustments. A filtration plant requires regular 
maintenance, repairs, and process control changes. 
 
CONCLUSION : 
                           For any given population  the program gives the rapid gravity filter design 
which includes  different filter units, underdrainage system ,wash water trough etc. It also 
gives the AUTOCAD design for various cross sections and plan of the filter.This program is 
absolutely flexible and can design different units for any given population . This avoids 
unnecessary calculation and  hence saves time . 
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DESIGN OF FILTER UNITS 
 
Design of filter units : 
 
      
        The enclosure tank is usually smaller in size and is therefore placed under a 
roof. The tank is generally rectangular in plan,constructed either in masonary or of 
concrete,coated with water proof material.The depth of tank may vary between2.5 to 
3.5m.Each unit may have a surface area of 20 to 50 m2 .They are arranged in series.The 
length to width ratio is normally kept between 1.25 to 1.35.In addition to  the underdrainage 
system, the tanks also have C.I or R.C.C troughs spanning across the length or width of the 
walls for the distribution of water to be filtered during normal operation, and for collection of 
water during cleaning operation.During normal filtration operation the trough remain 
submerged. figure(i) shows the details. 
 
                          Design steps followed in the programme: 
     
a. Rate of filtration assumed between 3000-5000 l/ m2 .h 
b. Quantity of filtered water required per hour is calculated 
c. Filter area is calculated 
d. Length to breadth ratio is taken as 1.3 
e. If area comes out to be greater than 50m2 no. of filter units goes on   
increasing  according to the area                                   
 
 
                                                               
                                               Figure(i) 
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HYDRAULICS 
3 
FILTRATION HYDRAULICS : 
 
                    The operation of granular water filters is discontinuous. Output is stopped before 
an unwanted loss of head is built up in the clogging bed or the quality of product water- its 
clarity for instance deteriorates. Output is not resumed until the bed has been backwashed 
thoroughly. The rate of back wash is made high enough to fluidize the active portion of the 
bed and  to open the passageways  between adjacent grains wide enough to allow floc and 
other residues deposited in the bed during filtration to escape with the overflowing wash 
water. 
 
The filter bed can be visualized as consisting of many parallel channels formed by the inter-
connecting voids between the filter media particles .However , these flow channels are 
irregular and do not have definite geometric configuration .The head loss through the bed of 
solids of the filter can be computed by  Carmen- Kozney equation. 
 
  Hf = (fL/8g) (Vs/e)(1-e/e)(6/φs*d) 
 
Vs = face or approach velocity or average superficial velocity 
 
 
For stratified bed  
 
Total head loss through the entire filter of depth L is  
                   N 
Hf = L*K* ξ  (fu*xi)/ di 
                  I = 1 
 
Xi = Weight fraction of particles of size di 
N = No. of weight fractions in mixture 
K = 1/φs  [(1-e)/e3 ] ( Vs2/g) 
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ESTIMATION OF SAND DEPTH  
The depth of sand bed should be such that the flocs do not break through the sand bed 
.Normally the depth of sand varies from 60 to 90 cm .figure(ii) shows sand layer and gravel 
layer in a filter 
  
DESIGN STEPS FOR ESTIMATION OF SAND DEPTH : 
 
The depth of sand can be checked against break through of flocs through sand bed by 
calculating the minimum depth required by Hudson formula: 
 
 
              Q*D3*H/L = Bi*29323 
 
Q = filtration rate in m3/m2/h 
 
D = sand size in mm 
 
H= terminal head loss in metres 
 
L = depth of sand bed in metres 
 
Bi = break through index whose value ranges between .00004 to .006 depending on response 
to coagulation and degree of pre-treatment in filter influent. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure(ii).shows different layers of the filter 
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Base material : 
                      
 
                          The filter sand media is supported on base material consisting of graded 
gravel layers. The gravel should be free from clay, dire, vegetables and organic matter and 
should be hard, durable and round. Its total depth varies from 45 to 60 cm and is normally 
laid in the following layers: 
   
 
          LAYER                                        DEPTH                                 GRADE SIZE 
 
   Top most layer                                    15 cm                                     2mm to 6mm 
   Intermediate layer                              15 cm                                     6mm to 12mm 
   Intermediate layer                              15 cm                                     12mm to 20mm 
   Bottom layer                                       15 cm                                     20mm to 50mm 
 
 
In order to check gravel upsets caused by localised high velocity during back washing a 6cm 
to 8cm thick layer of garnet is placed at top of the gravel bed 
 
Estimation of Gravel size distribution: 
  
                          A size graduation of 2mm at top and 50mm at bottom is assumed. The 
requisite depth (l) in cm of a component gravel layer of size (d) mm can be computed from 
the following empirical formula: 
      
                            l = 2.54 * k *(log d) 
Where k varies from 10 to 14 
 
Design steps considered in the programme: 
 
1. Gradation of gravel is considered 2mm at top and 40mm at bottom 
2. In the empirical formula the value of k is considered 12 
3. For  gradation of 2mm,5mm,10mm,20mm and 40mm the various depth are 
calculated from the empirical formula 
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  WASH WATER TROUGHS: 
 
Wash water troughs are provided at the top of filter to collect back wash water after it 
emerges from the sand bed and to conduct it to the wash water gullet or drain.They are C.I. or 
R.C.C  troughs spanning across the width or length of the tanks. The bottom of the trough is 
kept above the top of the expanded sand to prevent possibility of loss of sand during 
backwashing .At the same time the upper edge of the trough should be placed sufficiently 
near to the surface of sand  so that a large quantity of dirty water is not left in the filter after 
completion of washing .The trough should be large enough to carry all the water delivered to 
it with F.B. of 6 to 8 cm. Any submergence of the gutter will reduce the efficiency of the 
wash. The bottom of the trough is kept at least 5cm above the top level of sand .The spacing 
of wash water troughs is kept between 1.5 to 2 cm.figure(iii) shows the arrangement of wash 
water trough in rapid filters. 
 
DESIGN OF WSH WATER TROUGH : 
Spacing of troughs = width of trough / number of trough 
 
Discharge per trough = total discharge/ number of troughs 
 
Water depth (y) at upper end is given by  
 
             Q= 1.376*b*y3/2 
 
Depth of trough = free board + water depth 
 
 
                     Figure(iii)  Arrangement of wash water trough 
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Design of underdrainage system : 
 
 
                   The under drainage system serves the following purposes- 
1.  Collects the filtered water uniformly over the gravel bed 
2. Provides uniform distribution of backwash water without disturbing or upsetting the gravel  
bed and filter media. 
    
                             There are many types of underdrainage systems ,but in this programme     
Perforated pipe system has been designed.Also the pipe and the strainer system has been 
discussed in the following page. This system consists of a main header with several pipe 
laterals on both sides. In  this, head differences over the bed are minimized by keeping 
velocities in the pipe and conduit within proper range and using orifices of proper sizes, 
number and spacing. The laterals are placed at distances of 15 to 30cm centres.The laterals 
have perforations on the under side with 6 to 12mm openings, which make an angle of  30o 
with the vertical. Placing openings on the underside requires supporting the laterals on 
concrete blocks 4cm above filter bottom. This system requires about 700 litres of water per 
minute per m2of filter area for back washing. Figure(iv) in next page shows the view of rapid 
gravity filter with the underdrainage system. 
 
 
 
General rules considered in the underdrainage system: 
1. ratio of length to diameter of laterals should not exceed 60.Spacing of laterals should 
be between 150 to 300mm 
2. Diameter of  perforation in the laterals should be between 5 to 12mm. 
3. spacing of perforation varies from 80mm to 200mm. 
4. Ratio of total area of perforations in the underdrainage system to the total cross 
sectional area of laterals should not exceed 0.5 to 0.25 
5. Ratio of total area of perforations in the underdrainage system to the entire filter area 
may be as low as 0.002 to 0.003 
6. Area of manifold should be preferably 1.5 to 2 times total area of laterals to minimize 
frictional losses and to give best distribution 
  
 
Steps considered for design - in the programme: 
1. Area of perforation taken as 0.003 times the total filter area 
2. 12 mm dia. Perforations are considered in our design 
3. area of laterals is taken as 2 times the area of perforations 
4. Area of manifold taken as 2 times the area of laterals 
5. diameter of the manifold is found out 
6. Considering a spacing of 15cm in the laterals number of laterals is found out 
7. Length of each lateral is found outnumber of perforations in each lateral is found out 
8. Check :Ratio of length of lateral to diameter of lateral should be less than 60 
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                                                             Figure(iv) 
 CROSS SECTION OF THE RAPID GRAVITY FILTER SHOWING THE VARIOUS                   
                                                        PARTS 
 
 
 
PIPE AND STRAINER SYSTEM : 
 
               In this system, the laterals are provided with strainers, instead of drilling holes. 
Strainers are usually of brass or bronze and made in umbrella shape or  as a cylinder having 
several perforations. The strainer distribute water without jet action.Some umbrella shaped 
strainers have  special air orifice, and are employed where  an auxiliary air wash is used. 
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BACKWASHING OF 
FILTER 
 
BACKWASHING OF FILTER : 
 
Backwashing a drinking water filter system means reversing and increasing the flow of water 
to flush out accumulated debris and particles. Backwashing is not only vital to the life of a 
filter, it is fundamental to the quality of water coming out of the filter. Sooner or later, all 
filters need to be backwashed or replaced. 
What is filter backwashing? 
Most drinking water systems use filters to collect, catch, or gather particles from an incoming 
flow. When the filter’s pores become clogged, they need to be cleaned fig (v) shows a demo 
of rapid filter. One of the best ways to clean a drinking water system’s filter is to backwash it, 
meaning reversing the flow and increasing the velocity at which water passes back through 
the filter. This, in effect, blasts the clogged particles off of the filter.  Although every filter is 
unique, the principles of backwashing are similar for all of them.  One key ingredient to a 
good filter backwash is using clean water, usually out of the clear well. Figure(vi) shows the 
process of back washing 
 
                                                 
                    Figure (v) 
                  CROSS SECTION OF A TYPICAL RAPID SAND FILTER 
 
 
15 
 
 
 
                                                                   
    
                              Figure(vi)     
                                        FILTER BACKWASHING 
        Provisions for backwashing filter as follows: 
 
• A minimum backwash rate of 15 gal/min/ft2, or at a rate necessary for 50 percent 
expansion of the filter bed. A reduced rate of 10 gal/min/ft2 may be acceptable for full 
depth anthracite or granular activated carbon filter, 
 
• Filtered water must come from washwater tanks, washwater pump(s), high service 
main, or a combination of these  
 
• Duplicate washwater pumps unless an alternate means of obtaining washwater is 
available, 
• Sufficient water to backwash 1 filter for at least 15 minutes at design backwash rate, 
• Regulator or control valve for each filter to obtain desired rate of filter wash, 
• Rate-of-flow indicator on main washwater line, located so that it can be easily read by 
the operator during the back-washing process, and 
• Design to prevent rapid changes in backwash water flow. 
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The manual control sequence for backwash operation is as follows:- 
 
• The inlet valve is placed in direct valve control mode and ramped closed. The filter is 
permitted to drain down until the level of water just covers the filter 
            media. ( This can take up to one hour under normal circumstances). 
• Compressed air is then forced through the filter bed for a fixed time interval to agitate 
and loosen the silt. 
• The backwash water outlet valve is opened. 
• The backwash water inlet is opened and a measured volume of clean water is pumped 
through the media to clean the silt out form the sand and anthracite layers  This water 
passes over a weir and is drained away to the sludge settling tanks. 
• Upon completion of   the up-wash, the inlet valve is closed and the filter is allowed to 
drain through the backwash outlet valve. 
• Once the filter has drained, the backwash outlet valve is closed, followed by   
            opening of the main water inlet valve to the filter. 
• When the water reaches its n o d operating level. the filter backwash sequence 
considered ended and the filtered water outlet valve is opened, thus placing the filter 
in on-line mode. 
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FLOW THROUGH  EXPANDED BED 
 
 
Flow through expanded beds: 
   
                  The Carmen –Kozney equations are applicable for beds in which voids are clear 
and unobstructed. However, during continuous filtration process,these voids get  clogged and 
hence head loss goes on increasing.The reduced flow capacity can be restored by washing out 
the accumulations in the void  by fluid expansion of bed during back washing. 
                     During back washing, the bed remains fixed at low fluid velocity. As the 
superficial velocity is increased, the lighter particles begin to move upwards. When 
superficial velocity becomes equal to the critical velocity +, a given size of particles is 
suspended. When velocity is further increased, the particles become more widely separated. 
                         
              A stratified bed consisting of non- uniform sized particles is completely fluidized 
when for the largest particle 
                               
                              V’ =v *e^(4.5) 
 
 V’ = superficial velocity 
V = wash water velocity 
e = porosity 
 
       The depth of expanded bed is 
 
        L’= L(1-e)∑ x/(1-e) 
 
x = weight fraction of particles 
 
 
For design of the programme  the depth due to expanded bed is found out and this depth is 
considered as  the depth of the filter unit. 
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 LOSS OF HEAD AND         
FILTER   TROUBLES 
                   20 
 
Loss of head and negative head: 
 
                           When a clean bed is put into operation ,the loss of head through it will be 
small- usually of the order of 15 to 30 cm.As the water is filtered through it, impurities are 
arrested by the filter media, due to which the loss of head goes on increasing.The loss of head 
can be measured by inserting two piezometric tubes .figure(vii) shows the loss of head taking 
place. 
                   
        Fig.(vii) 
  
                               As the thickness or depth of the suspended matter on the top of sand bed 
goes on increasing the head loss is increased.a stage comes when the frictional résistance 
exceeds the static head above the sand bed. At this the lower portion of the media and the 
under drainage system are under partial vaccum or negative head. Within the bed , the head 
becomes negative when the loss of head through the overlying bed depth exceeds the static 
head. Water is then sucked through the filter media rather being filtered through it. due to the 
formation of this negative head, dissolved gases and air are released filling the pores of the 
filter and the underdrainage system. The filter then becomes air bound and the head rises 
sharply. 
                              In rapid gravity filter , the permissible head loss may be between 2.5 and 
3.5 m, and the permissible negative head may be 0.8 to 1.2m.A filter run is terminated when 
these limits are reached and the filter is then backwashed. The frequency of filter wash may 
be between 2 to 4 days. 
 
Filter troubles: 
          Some of the potential filter troubles are as follows: 
         
1. Cracking and clogging of filter bed  :Surface cracking and clogging are usually caused 
by rapid  accumulations of solids on the top surface of the filter media. The formation of soft, 
gelatiuous coatings on the sand grains tends to form cracks in the filter, as the head loss is 
increased. The effect is that it permits the dirty matter to penetrate into the filter media. 
 
                                                                     21 
 
2. Formation of mud balls: Mud balls are conglomerations of coagulated turbidity , floc , 
sand, and other binders and are formed near the top of the filter media. Mud balls are formed 
due to insufficient washing of sand grains. Mud may accumulate on the sand surface and may 
form a dense mat. A 50 % expansion of the sand in washing is effective in minimizing the 
production of mud balls. 
 
 3. Air binding  : The condition of air binding is caused by the release of dissolved gases and 
air from water , to form bubbles. These air bubbles occupy the void space of the filter media 
and the drainage system. The separation of these dissolved gases may be due to the following 
reasons: 
           (i) The negative head due to excessive loss of head 
           (ii)Increase of temperature of water as it passes through the filter media 
          (iii)Release of oxygen by algae. 
 Air binding may be minimized by providing a water depth of at least 1.5 m above   the 
unexpanded filter bed. It can also be minimized by avoidance of warming of water as it 
passes through the plant and control of algae growth in the influent.     
 
4.Sand incrustation: Sand incrustation may occour either due to deposition of sticky 
gelatinous materials from the influent water or due to an after crystallization of calcium 
carbonate in case where heavy lime treatment of water is practiced. It can be minimized by 
carbonating the influent, thereby dissolving both calcium carbonate and any manganese that 
might have deposited in the sand grains. 
 
5. Jetting and sand boils.Jetting and sand boils result during backwashing when back wash 
water follow path of least resistance and break-through the scattered points due to small 
differences in porosity and permeability of sand and gravels. 
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                 23 
 
Rate control device: 
                  
                  For each filter unit, the flow of influent, the effluent, the wash water supply, and 
the wash water waste must be controlled by suitable devices. A constant rate of filtration is 
essential. A sudden increase in filtration rate may cause water to break through the filter 
material without proper treatment while a sudden reduction in the rate may release a bubble 
of gas entrained in sand, causing it to make a hole through the filter bed, To ensure a uniform 
rate of filtration, irrespective of the head loss through the filter, rate controllers usually of the 
ventury type are used. figure(viii) show one such rate of flow controller 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure (viii) 
                            
       Rate of flow controller 
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Performance of rapid sand filter: 
 
1. TURBIDITY: If the influent water does not have turbidity of more than 35 to 40 
ppm, the filter can reduce the turbidity to less than 1ppm.Since coagulation and 
sedimentation always precede filtration, the turbidity of water applied to filter is 
always less than 35 to 40 ppm. 
 
2. COLOUR: Rapid sand filters are very efficient in colour removal .The intensity of 
colour can be brought down below 3on cobalt scale. Colourless water can be 
produced by rapid filtration after the addition of polyelectrolyte immediately in 
adnace of filtration. 
 
3. IRON AND MANGANESE: Rapid filters remove oxidized or oxidizing iron, though 
it is less efficient in removing manganese. 
 
4. TASTE AND ODOUR: Unless special treatment such as activated carbon or 
prechlorination is provided, rapid filters will not ordinarily remove tastes and odours. 
 
5. BACTERIAL EFFICIENCY: Rapid filter are less efficient in removal of bacterial 
load in comparison to sand filters. The percentage of bacterial removal in a well 
operated plant preceded by flocculation and sedimentation is dependent on several 
factors, the most important of which is the concentration of organism in the raw 
water. In lower ranges of bacterial loadings, removal may be from 90 to 99 % .In all 
cases filtration should be followed by adequate chlorination. 
 
6. FILTER RUNS: The filter runs should not be less than 24 hours with a head loss not 
exceeding 2m 
 
7. WASH WATER CONSUMPTION: for an efficient filter, the wash water 
consumption should not exceed 2 percent of the quantity filtered in between washing. 
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#include<iostream.h> 
#include<conio.h> 
#include<math.h> 
 void main() 
{ 
float afb,wdd,pop,wdh,b,l,rf,rs,tap,tal,aman,d,lol,aopl,ael,row,wwr,wwd; 
float vl,vm,sp,dpt,bt,y,dos,td; 
int n,nol,q,dl,m,tro,k,u; 
float w[5]; 
clrscr(); 
cout<<"enter the population for which the filter is to be designed"<<endl; 
cin>>pop; 
cout<<"enter the rate of filteration:"<<endl; 
cin>>rf; 
cout<<"enter the rate of supply:"<<endl; 
cin>>rs; 
if(pop <= 50000) 
{ 
wdd= rs * pop; 
cout<<"for calculation ofwater demand per hour half an hour is exempted as it is kept for 
back washing"<<endl; 
wdh = wdd /23.5; 
afb=wdh/rf; 
afb=afb/2; 
b= sqrt(afb /1.5); 
l= 1.5 *b; 
cout<<endl<<endl; 
cout<<"provide two filter 
of:"<<endl<<"length="<<l<<"m"<<endl<<"breadth="<<b<<"m"<<endl; 
cout<<endl<<endl; 
} 
else 
if(pop > 50000 && pop<100000) 
{ 
wdd= rs * pop; 
wdh = wdd /24; 
afb=wdh/rf; 
afb=afb/3; 
b= sqrt(afb /1.5); 
l= 1.5 *b; 
cout<<endl<<endl; 
cout<<"provide 3 filter 
of:"<<endl<<"length="<<l<<"m"<<endl<<"breadth="<<b<<"m"<<endl; 
cout<<endl<<endl; 
} 
else 
if(pop >= 100000) 
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{ 
wdd= rs * pop; 
wdh = wdd /24; 
afb=wdh/rf; 
afb=afb/4; 
b= sqrt(afb /1.5); 
l= 1.5 *b; 
cout<<endl<<endl; 
cout<<"provide 4 filter 
of:"<<endl<<"length="<<l<<"m"<<endl<<"breadth="<<b<<"m"<<endl; 
cout<<endl<<endl; 
} 
tap = .003*l*b; 
tal=2*tap; 
aman=2*tal; 
d= sqrt(aman*14/11); 
nol= 100 * l/15; 
m=nol*2; 
lol=(b-d)/2; 
n=tap * 14000000/(144*22) ; 
q=n/m; 
aopl=(q *11*12*12)/14; 
ael=2*aopl; 
dl=sqrt((ael*4*7)/22); 
cout<<"design of underdrainage system" <<endl; 
cout<<endl; 
cout<<"dia of each lateral:" <<dl<<"mm"<<endl; 
cout<<"spacing of each lateralis:15 cm c/c"<<endl; 
cout<<"no of perforations:"<<q<<endl; 
cout<<"diameter of each perforation is:12mm" <<endl; 
cout<<endl<<endl; 
cout<<"enter the rate of washing in cm/min:" <<endl; 
cin>>row; 
wwr= (row*60)/100 ; 
wwd=(wwr*l*b)/3600; 
float num=(wwd*1000000 *28); 
float dem= m*22; 
float dum= dem*dl*dl; 
vl=num/dum; 
vm=(wwd*28)/(22*d*d); 
cout<<endl; 
cout<<"design of wash water discharge and velocity:"<<endl; 
cout<<endl<<endl; 
cout<<"velocity of flow in laterals:"<<vl<<"m/sec"<<endl; 
cout<<"velocity of flow in manifold:"<<vm<<"m/sec"<<endl; 
cout<<endl<<endl; 
cout<<"design of wash water trough:"<<endl; 
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cout<<endl<<endl; 
tro=b-1; 
sp=b/tro; 
dpt=wwd/tro; 
bt=.4; 
float z; 
z =(.726*dpt)/bt; 
y =pow(z,.67); 
y= y + .10; 
 cout<<"provide"<< tro<<"no of troughs at a spacing of:"<<sp<<endl; 
 cout<<"provide wash water trough of size:"<<bt<<" m *"<<y<<" m"<<endl; 
 cout<<endl<<endl; 
 cout<<"determination of depth of sand:"<<endl<<endl; 
 cout<<"depth of sand is found by hudson formula:" <<endl; 
 dos=rf*0.0000921; 
 dos=dos+.20; 
 cout<<"depth of sand is:"<<dos<<"m"<<endl; 
 cout<<"size graduation of gravel:"<<endl<<endl; 
 cout<< "layer"       <<"  "<<"depth"<<"  "<<"grade size"<<endl<<endl<<endl; 
 cout<<"top most    " <<"  "<<"15 cm"<<"  "<<"2 mm to 6 mm"<<endl<<endl; 
 cout<<"intermediate" <<"  "<<"15 cm"<<"  "<<"6 mm to 12 mm"<<endl<<endl; 
 cout<<"intermediate" <<"  "<<"15 cm"<<"  "<<"12 mm to 20 mm"<<endl<<endl; 
 cout<<"bottom most " <<"  "<<"15 cm"<<"  "<<"20 mm to 50 mm"<<endl<<endl; 
/* for(int g=1;g<=5;g++) 
 { 
 cout<<"enter the value of d in mmf rom 2 mm at top to 50 mm in bottom"<<endl; 
 cin>>k; 
 static int o=0; 
 w[g]=(30.48*log(k))/2.303; 
 cout<<"   " <<k<<"          " <<w[g]<<"        "<<w[g]-w[o]<<endl; 
 o=o+1; 
 } 
 u=w[5]+3; 
 cout<<endl<<endl; 
 cout<<"provide a depth of:" <<u<<" cm"<<endl<<endl;*/ 
 cout<< "determination of depth of filter:" <<endl; 
 td =d+dos+1.2+.3+.6; 
 cout<<"total depth:"<<td<<" m" <<endl; 
 cout<<endl<<endl; 
 cout<<"size of each filter tank is:"<<l<<"m *" <<b<<"m *"<<td<<"m"<<endl<<endl; 
 cout<<"determination of back wash rate:"<<endl<<endl; 
 float vs,vsb,por,hf,ee,db,po; 
 vs=193.5 * pow(.06,1.143); 
 cout<<"settling velocity of particles when back-washed havingdiameter as .6 
mm"<<vs<<endl; 
 cout<<"enter the value of porosity:"<<endl; 
 cin>>por; 
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vsb=vs*pow(por,4.545); 
 cout<<"back wash rate is:" <<vsb; 
 cout<<"determination of head loss"<<endl<<endl; 
 hf=dos*1.66*(1-por); 
 cout<<"head loss:"<<hf<<endl; 
 cout<<"determination of depth of expanded bed:"<<endl<<endl; 
 po=vsb/vs; 
 ee=pow(po,.22); 
 float poro,qq,ww; 
 poro=1-por; 
 qq=1-ee; 
 ww=.178/qq; 
 db=(dos*poro*qq)+dos; 
 cout<<"depth of expanded bed:"<<db<<endl; 
 getch(); 
} 
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CHAPTER 13 
 
 
 
 
 
 
SOME OF THE SECTIONS 
DESIGNED IN AUTOCAD 
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WASH WATER COLLECTION SYSTEM 
 
 
INFLUENT DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM 
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DIFFERENT CROSS SECTION OF THE FILTER 
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